
INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS 

 

Editorial board invites authors to publish in the annual collection of 

scientific papers of the Institute of philosophy of the NAS of Belarus 

“Philosophical studies” 

 

Thematic priorities (headings) 

- Problems of ontology and theory of knowledge 

- Philosophy of history 

- Philosophical problems of social dynamics 

- Philosophical-anthropological studies 

- Philosophical-methodological problems of science and technology 

- Philosophy of culture and education 

- Historical-philosophical studies 

 

Requirements to papers 

 

The volume of material should be from 0.4 to 0.8 copyright sheet (or 16000–

36000 characters with spaces). Text is provided in Word for Windows format, 

Times New Roman font, size – 14, indent – 1.0, left and right alignment, all fields 

– 2 cm, single line spacing, pages are not numbered. 

The following elements are placed in the article in one interval: 

Bibliographic code УДК in the upper left corner; 

in the middle of the line in capital letters – the initials and surname of the 

author; 

in the middle of the line in lowercase letters – the author’s place of work, 

city, country; 

in the middle of the line in capital letters in bold – article title (no more than 

two lines); 

summary in Russian; 

keywords in Russian; 

in the middle of the line in capital letters – the initials and surname of the 

author in English; 

in the middle of the line in lowercase letters – the author’s place of work, 

city, country in English; 

in the middle of the line in capital letters in bold – the name of the article in 

English; 

summary in English; 

keywords in English; 

main text, references are indicated in square brackets in the text: source 

number, page number (for example, [10, p. 795]); 

numbering sources – in citation or alphabetical order; 



in the middle of the line in bold – the name "List of sources”; 

list of the used sources designed in accordance with ГОСТ 7.0.5-2008/СТБ 

7.208-2008 “Bibliographic reference. General requirements and compilation 

rules.” 

Figures for the article are provided in jpg or tiff format. 

At the end of the article, there are the author’s data in Russian and English: 

full name, surname and patronymic; degree, title, position, place of work, 

telephone for contacts, postal and electronic address. The article is accompanied by 

a review certified by the institution of the reviewer. 

The deadline for submitting articles to the yearbook is December 31 of the 

current year. 

If the main material of the article submitted to the editors has previously 

been published, then a link to this publication is required. For the works of 

undergraduates and graduate students, the recommendation of a supervisor is 

required. 

The editorial board has the right to reject materials that do not correspond to 

the subject of the collection, requirements for the scientific level, volume, design, 

and proofreading. 

Articles prepared according to the above-mentioned requirements, are 

accepted in printed form at: 220070, Minsk, Surganova Str. 1, building 2, room 

813, Institute of philosophy of the NAS of Belarus. In electronic form by e-mail:  

journal@philosophy.by with the name of the file having the following structure: 

Surname NP_Name of article. For information call: +375-17-272-28-75.  
 


